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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract
As the title of this Master’s Thesis implies, ’Hungarian National Identity during the Period of European Integration’ deals with the development
of Hungarian national identity since the country regained its independence in 1989. The study utilizes the aid of existing qualitative data, studies
made earlier on the subject by other scholars and interviews made for the purpose of this Thesis in establishing the changes Hungarian national
identity has undergone in the past twelve years. National identity is a broad historical concept and aspects that reach into history cannot be
outlined from the realm of this study. This Thesis attempts to define those terms that are mostly implied to when nation, identity, national
identity and Hungarian national identity are conversed of. The theoretical bases of this work are established studies of national identity. The main
writings used are the following: A. Smith 'National Identity', P. Saukkonen 'Suomi, Alankomaat ja Kansallisvaltioiden Identiteettipolitiikka', and
W. Bloom 'Personal Identity, National Identity and International Relations'. The foremost empirical literature used is: Csepeli, Örkény ja
Székelyi 'Grappling with National Identity', several texts by K. Miklóssy that deal with Hungarian nationalism and the interviews, which I
conducted in Helsinki and Budapest among six prominent Hungarians.
Hungarian national identity has been affected by several different factors among the last decade. Among those factors are also important
directions in the country’s foreign politics. On the other hand, EU-integration is a priority, on the other the enforcement of a historical and
national self-image. EU-membership is seen as a continuation of Hungary’s thousand-year history as an integral part of Europe. The integration
has also gained a new less ideological more economical role among its younger supporters. The EU is seen as a economical Union that will bring
stabiltity and and prosperity to Hungarians. The other important direction of foreign politics is relations with neighbouring countries and
Hungarians living in Romania and Slovenia among others. The current government has tried to implement a Status-law, which would give these
people rights inside Hungary. However, this direction has been called populist and it might end up conflicting with the priority of EU-integration.
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